WASHCRAFT

GLASS AND DISH WASHING

www.shorrocktrichem.com/washcraft

Welcome to
Washcraft Laundry

INOKSAN
Providing Quality for you

Shorrock Trichem is a leading
hygiene product, services and
equipment supplier based in
Manchester.

Founded in a small workshop in 1980, INOKSAN
now have a 20,000m2 factory. There is a key
focus on research and development helping to
establish INOKSAN as a global brand.

We have a full and diverse range of
products and services to meet the
most demanding of standards.

The INOKSAN glass and dishwashers are
reliable and robust made for the busiest of
kitchens. The key components are built to last.
The lower the down time the greater the
productivity.

The company philosophy is to
provide the best possible service at
the most competitive price point.

Our Services

Supply

Install

Repair

Discover Washcraft’s commercial
dishwashing equipment.
Washcraft’s sleek design and
innovative technologies ensure
your business is at the forefront
for
energy
savings
and
efﬁciencies.

We can provide a full 360 service;
from a comprehensive CAD drawing
to
expert
installation
and
commissioning. We can remove and
safely dispose of old machines as
well as provide in depth training to
ensure the best use of your new
equipment.

Washcraft employs local qualiﬁed
engineers that are gas safe, NICEIC
approved and WRAS accredited
approved products.
You can be conﬁdent that you are
in good hands.

Rental
Learn about our Rentals. Pay a
ﬁxed monthly fee which covers
the cost of the machine and all
Repairs. With the lowest rates in
the industry, you are in great
hands.

Purchase
Our INOKSAN machines are robust
and reliable helping you save
money. Purchase our machines with
conﬁdence as our packages are
industry leading.

Lease
We have agreements with a range
of leasing companies. Allowing you
to budget a monthly fee for your
new equipment, our leasing deals
include an all-inclusive breakdown
cover ensuring a trouble free
experience.

PRODUCTS

GLASSWASHER

UNDERCOUNTER - COMMERCIAL
BYM042SGD/UK / BYM052SGD/UK / BYM052SGDX/UK

Compact

Speed

Compact and powerful, an under counter
commercial glasswasher is an essential
appliance for small to medium sized
establishments.

Available with 3 preset cycle times.
The 3 minutes cycle is the longest and
ensures even the most stubborn stains
are removed from the Glassware.

Available in Basket sizes (mm):
- 400 x 400
- 500 x 500

The Glass Capacity is up to 1440 pieces
per hour.

Easy Maintenance

Capacity

Both Washing and Rinsing arms are able
to be fully dismantled for easy cleaning.
The ﬁlter is also very easily removed for
Easy servicing.

Our Glasswasher is capable of washing
glasses with a maximum height of
280mm.

The manual drain down function ensures
the user is at the machine when emptied
making it more likely for end of day
maintenance.

Our trays are made of heat resistant
plastic with additional trays available.

DISHWASHER

UNDERCOUNTER - COMMERCIAL
BYM0525DD/UK / BYM052SDDX/UK

Compact

Speed

Compact and powerful, an under counter
commercial dishwasher is an essential
appliance for small to medium sized
establishments.

Available with 3 preset cycle times.
The 3 minutes cycle is the longest and
ensures even the most stubborn stains
are removed from the plate.

Available in Basket sizes (mm):
- 500 x 500

The Plate Capacity is up to 540 pieces
per hour.

Easy Maintenance
Both Washing and Rinsing arms are able
to be fully dismantled for easy cleaning.
The ﬁlter is also very easily removed for
Easy servicing.
The manual drain down function ensures
the user is at the machine when emptied
making it more likely for end of day
maintenance.

The INOKSAN dishwashers are fully
WRAS approved hence are compliant
with Fluid Category 5. Ensuring water
compliance makes them suitable for all
businesses.

PRODUCTS

PASSTHROUGH

PASSTHROUGH - COMMERCIAL
BYM102SDD1/UK / BYM102SDD3/UK

Flexible

Speed

Flexible and powerful, our passthrough
commercial dishwasher is an essential
appliance for all businesses.

Available with 3 preset cycle times.
The 3 minutes cycle is the longest and
ensures even the most stubborn stains
are removed from the plate.

Available in Single or Three phase.
Additional Softener may be required.

The Plate Capacity is up to 1040 plates
per hour.

Easy Maintenance
Both Washing and Rinsing arms are able
to be fully dismantled for easy cleaning.
The ﬁlter is also very easily removed for
Easy servicing.
The manual drain down function ensures
the user is at the machine when emptied
making it more likely for end of day
maintenance.

The INOKSAN dishwashers are fully
WRAS approved hence are compliant
with Fluid Category 5. Ensuring water
compliance makes them suitable for all
businesses.

DISHWASHER
RACK TYPE CONVEYOR

Heavy Duty

Options

Automatic start system (the machine
starts once the dish is inside the machine)

Optional units:
· Drying unit,
· Heat Recycling Unit,
· Outlet hood

There is a safety system to stop the
operation when the door is opened or in
case of any other trouble.

The Plate Capacity is up to 2000 plates
per hour.

Easy Maintenance
Both Washing and Rinsing arms are able
to be fully dismantled for easy cleaning.
The ﬁlter is also very easily removed for
Easy servicing.
The manual drain down function ensures
the user is at the machine when emptied
making it more likely for end of day
maintenance.

The INOKSAN dishwashers are fully
WRAS approved hence are compliant
with Fluid Category 5. Ensuring water
compliance makes them suitable for all
businesses.

Tel Services: 01942 872138
Tel Sales: 01942 872999
SHORROCK TRICHEM
Chanters Industrial Estate,
Atherton, Manchester
M46 9SD

ShorrockTrichem
@shorrocktrichem
shorrock-trichem-limited
washcraft@shorrocktrichem.com

www.shorrocktrichem.com/washcraft

DISHWASHER
RACK TYPE CONVEYOR

Heavy Duty

Options

Automatic start system (the machine
starts once the dish is inside the machine)

Optional units:
· Drying unit,
· Heat Recycling Unit,
· Outlet hood

There is a safety system to stop the
operation when the door is opened or in
case of any other trouble.

The Plate Capacity is up to 2000 plates
per hour.

Easy Maintenance
Both Washing and Rinsing arms are able
to be fully dismantled for easy cleaning.
The ﬁlter is also very easily removed for
Easy servicing.
The manual drain down function ensures
the user is at the machine when emptied
making it more likely for end of day
maintenance.

The INOKSAN dishwashers are fully
WRAS approved hence are compliant
with Fluid Category 5. Ensuring water
compliance makes them suitable for all
businesses.

